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ABSTRACT 
For 1 ~< p ~< ~, the Ip-approximate solutions of Ax = b are the minimizers of 
II Ax - blip, where I1" lip is the lp-norm. We consider the special case where the null 
space of A T is one-dimensional. Sample results: 
(a) If 1 ~< p ~< ~ and A is m × (m - 1) of rank m - 1, then there is a matrix 
A {p} (depending on A and p) such that, for every b ~ R "~, the vector A(P}b is an 
/p-approximate solution of Ax = b, which is unique if 1 < p < ~. 
(b) I f l  <p  <oe and A is m ×n of rank m-  1, then there is a matrix atp} 
(depending on A and p) such that for every b ~ R"' the vector a{p}h is the 1{2 }v 
/p-approximate solution of minimal euclidean orm. 
(c) Let 1 <~p ~< ~, and let Abe  m Xn  of rank m-  1. Then there is avector  
r {p} (computed from any least-squares solution of Ax = b) such that any ordinary 
solution of the auxiliary equation Ax = b + r {p} is an /p-approximate solution of 
Ax = b. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given A G ~mX,  and b ~ ff~m, consider  the l inear equat ion 
Ax = b,  (1.1) 
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and for any x ~ I~ '~ the residual 
r =r (x )  ==Ax-b .  (1.2) 
I f  (1.1) is inconsistent, we often must settle fbr a "solution" vector minimizing 
some norm of the residual. Using the lp-norms, defined fbr 1 ~< p ~< ~ and 
u = (u j) ~ ~'" by 
Ilulll, := 
(E  lujl") '/'', 1 < p < ~, 
j= 1 
max I@, p = ~,  
I <~j <~ m 
(13) 
an lp-approximate solution of (1.1), sometimes called a best lp-approximate 
solution and denoted by x ~p/, is a solution of the minimization problem 
min{llAx - bll,, :x c ~"}. (1.4) 
In particular, the /2-approximate solutions are the least-squares solutions, 
which have their advantages (nice analytieal properties and efficient algo- 
rithms) as well as disadvantages ( ensitivity to deviating observations, uch as 
would result from experimental errors). Other lp norms used in (1.4) include 
the l~ norm (giving minimax or Chebyshev solutions) [8] and the 1j norm; 
see e.g. [5, 13]. However, for p = 1 and oo the objective function II Ax - bll~, 
is typically nondifferentiable at the optimal solutions, making the latter hard 
to characterize and compute. For p 4= 2, the /f-approximate solutions are in 
general computed iteratively; see e.g. [12]. 
Some notation: The set of increasing sequences of r elements from 
{1 . . . . .  m} is 
Q ...... := { I= {i, . . . . .  i~}:1 ~<i I < i2  < "'" < i , .~<m}.  
For A ~ N',! TM ", r > 0, we define the following index sets': 
J (A )  := {I ~ @ ..... : rank A1. = r}, i.e. the maximal sets' of linearly 
independent rows, 
i f (A )  := {J ~ Qr , :  rank A,  j = r}, i.e. the maximal sets' of linearly 
indepen'dent columns, 
~(A)  := {( I , J )  ~ Q ..... × Q .... : rank A U = r}, i.e. the maximal nonsingular 
submatrices. 
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The index sets J (A ) ,  oY(A), and A/(A) will be abbreviated here by J ,  f ,  
and ,4~ respectively. We have 
=Jx j ,  (1.5) 
see e.g. [1]. 
The basic solutions of the linear equation Ax = b are the solutions of 
subsystems corresponding to maximal nonsingular submatrices of A. The 
basic solutions are, for A of full column rank, 
{A;lb,: I e J} ,  (1.6) 
for A of full row rank, 
{A-'-~b : ] ~f} ,  (1.7) 
and for general A, 
{A~lb-'-'~1: ( I, J) ~,¢'}, (1.8) 
where b I is the Ith subvector of b, and ^  denotes a vector padded by zeros. 
The convex hull of basic solutions of the given equation Ax = b will be 
denoted by ~ = ~(A,  b). 
Ben-Tal and Teboulle [3] showed that for A of full column rank and 
1 ~ p < 0% the /p-approximate solutions of (1.1) lie in C = eonv{A;-lbl :
I ~ J} ,  the convex hull of the basic solutions (1.6). For p = ~, there is an 
/z-approximate solution in ~. These results were extended in [10] to general 
matrices. 
If there is more than one solution (or approximate solution), we often 
select one of minimal /p-norm, not necessarily using the same norm as in 
(1.4). In particular, the selection p = 2 is natural in statistical applications 
where Ilxl12 is related to the variance of the estimate x. 
Given 1 ~< Pl, P2 ~ 0% we define a minimum-lp2-norm Ipl-approximate 
solution of (1.1), denoted by x[pP~{, as a solution of the two-stage minimization 
problem 
stage 1: rain {[[Ax - bllpl :x ~ ~n}; (1.9) 
X 
stage 2: ,lain {l~x [I p2: all solutions x of stage 1}. (1.10) 
X 
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The solution set of (1.9) is a dosed convex set. Therefore x}pP;~ is unique for 
1 < P,2 < 0% since then the/p-norm is strictly convex, 
The ease pl = P2 = 2 is the easiest to handle and the one most thor- 
oughly studied. The minimum-12-norm least-squares solution of Ax = b is 
given in closed form as 
x{~{ = a*b 'qb ~ ~'", (1.11) 
where A* is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. Moreover, x{,~{ is a convex 
combination of the basic solutions (1.8) (see e.g. [11, 4, 1]): 
xl~l = • a,jA~lb,, (1.12) 
( l , J )~  
where the weights AIj are independent of b: 
det2 AU (1.13) 
A;j = F,(K ' L)~,~det 2 AKL . 
The corresponding result for the Moore-Penrose inverse of A is 
A 
At = E AIjAI] 1, (1.14) 
(1,j)e,~ 
A 
where A~j 1 is an n × m matrix which has the inverse of A U in position 
(J, I), and zeros elsewhere. 
In this paper we consider the case of/p-norms, 1 ~< p ~ 0o. 
(1) Residuals and approximation errors are studied in Section 2. 
(2) In Section 3 we consider the special case where A is an (n + 1) × n 
solutions x are given explicitly as matrix of rank n. The /p-approximate {P} ' 
convex combinations of basic solutions with convex weights which are inde- 
pendent of b. In this case A has a generalized inverse A {p} in the sense that 
for every b, x 0'1 := A{P)b is an /p-approximate solution. 
m x 11 (3) Section 4 deals with A ~ ~,,,_~ and 1 < p < oc. There the 
minimum-12-norm lp-approximate solutions --{P} A 2 } are convex combinations 
of basic solutions, with convex weights which are independent of b. In this 
{ p} case there is a matrix A{21 which is a generalized inverse of A in the sense 
that for every b ~ N,n, xl~;} := A~2P~b is a minimum-12-norm /p-approximate 
solution. 
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(4) Section 5 deals again with A ~ ~7,~,x_'~. The lp residual r {p} = l'(x {p}) 
is computed in terms of the least-squares residual r ~2~, giving an auxiliary 
equation 
Ax = b + r {p~, 
whose solutions are the/p-approximate solutions of (1.1). 
2. RESIDUALS 
If dim N(A) > 0, the/p-approximate solutions of Ax = b are not unique. 
However, for any A and 1 < p < o~ the residual is unique: 
LEMMA 2.1. Given 1 < p < ~, the residual 
r~'~ := r(x~'~) = nx~ - b 
is the same for all lp-approximate solutions of x Cpi of Ax = b. 
Proof. The uniqueness of r (l'~ is guaranteed by the strict convexity of 
/p-norms, 1 < p < oo. • 
The following lemma describes the residuals in the special case of 
m X n A ~ N,,,_ 1, which is the case when the range R(A) of A is a hyperplane 
in R '', or equivalently, the nullspace N(A r) of the transpose of A r is 
one-dimensional. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A ~ ~,,, 1 and b ~ Then: 
(a) If b fE R(A), then N( A ~) is spanned by the least-squares residual 
r{2}. 
(b) The set of residuals 
H := {Ax-  b :x  ~ ~'~} (2.1) 
is a hyperplane of ~ m. In fact 
H = {r: (r, r {2~) = (r  {2~, r(2/)}. (2.2) 
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Pro(~. (a): Clearly N(A r)  is spanned by r {2}, since dim N(A r)  = i, 
r {°-1 =g 0, and the normal equation 
Ar (Ax  - b) = 0 (2.3) 
charaeterizes least-squares solutions. 
(b): From H = -b  + R(A), dim R(A)  = m - 1, and (a). 
REMARK 2.1. Part (b) of the lemma was proved in [8, Lemma, p. 40] 
under an additional (unnecessary) assumption that the colmnns of A are 
linearly independent. 
The following theorem gives bounds for the error of" l/,-approximations. 
For 1 ~ p ~< % the conjugate q = q(p)  is defined as usual by 
1 1 
- -  + - = 1, 1 <p <o% (2 .4 )  
P q 
and the limits 
q(1)  := lira q (p)  = o% q(o0) := lim q(p)  = 1. (2.5) 
p-~ 1 p -~ 
THEOBEM 2.1. Let A E ~ ~' × '~, b ~ ~ % 1 <~ p <~ oo, and let q be the 
conjugate of p. Let x (2} be any least-squares solution of Ax = b, and let 
r {2} := Ax {~} - b (2.5) 
be the corresponding residual. Then 
I(b, r t2})l 
~< rain IIAx - blip ~< IIr{2~ll~,. (2.6) 
IIr{2}ll,t x~ ~" 
Proof. The upper bound is trivial, since r {2} is a residual, but not 
necessarily optimal. The lower bound is a consequence of the well-known 
duality theorem 
min IIAx - blip = max {<b,y> : Ary = 0, I l yL /~ 1}, (2.7) 
x~ ~"  yE  R m 
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where 1 ~< p ~< m and q is the conjugate of p; see e.g. [6, 7]. Note that the 
least-squares residual r {2} is in N(A r) by (2.3). Therefore the left-hand side 
of (2.6) is not greater than the right-hand side of (2.7). • 
REMARK 2.2. The bounds (2.6) are useful, since a least-squares residual 
is readily available, viz. 
r {2} = ( I  - AA+)b  = Px(ar)b, (2.s) 
where (2.6) becomes 
IIPN(A+)blI 
II PV A+)blI,, ~< min IIAx - blip < IIPN(AT)blIp. (2.9) x~ [~'+ 
REMARK 2.3. If  A ~ R',',',_x ,~, it follows from Lemma 2.2(a) that the lower 
bounds in (2.6) and (2.9) are exact, namely 
I<b, r{21>l IIPN(AT)BII~ 
min IIAx - blip - - . (2.10) 
x~m" IIr{e}]l,/ IIPN(ATyblIq 
3. A IS AN (n + 1) × n MATRIX OF RANK n 
Throughout this section let A ~ ~!~++1)×,, and b ~ ~,+1.  The basic 
solutions of Ax = b are 
x , ,  := A, .~b, ,  I e J ,  (3.1) 
and their convex hull, 
g~ := cony{x1, : I ~ J} .  (3.2) 
It follows from [3] that there exists a solution of (1.4) in ~.  In this section we 
give explicit formulae for the convex weights, which turn out to be indepen- 
dent of b. Therefore there is a matrix A {p} such that for any b ~ •"+ t, 
A{P}b is an /p-approximate solution. We shall construct he matrix A {p) and 
study its properties. 
An immediate consequence of the assumption that A is (n + 1) X n of 
rank n is that for each I ~ J ,  the basic solution x I . = A;-.lbl has a residual 
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r~ = r(x l , )  with n zeros in positions I. The remaining component of rr, 
denoted by e I, will now be given explicitly. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A ~ E~,+I)x,,. For any I ~ ,¢  let 
el := Ai* xt* hi, (3.3) 
where {i} is the complement of I in {1 . . . . .  n + 1}, A~. is the ith row 
~f A, and b i is the ith component ( f  b. Then 
Idet( A, b) l 
I~,1 - Idet A;,] (3.4) 
Proof. This follows from 
( At* bz )=(b i -A  i A [ , lb l )detA i  det Ai * bi , , 
Another consequence of assuming A ~ E~"+ J)×' is that for any vector x 
which is a convex combination of the basic solutions 
X = E /.Z/X/., E /ZI = 1, /X, >~ 0, (3.,5) 
I~  ¢ t~.Y 
the residual r(x) has components (/x~ et). Therefore the problem of minimiz- 
ing the/p-norm of residuals of the vectors in (3.5) can be written as 
(P) min(ll( ,l iI)ll,, : E = 1, 0), 
i~. .  ¢ 
with I~l] given by (3.4), I ~ J .  This problem can be solved explicitly for all 
1 ~< p ~< ~. First the case p = 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A ~ I1~0,+1)×,, Then 
- -  ~1 
Idet( A, b) l 
rain II Ax - bill (3.6) 
x Idet A L. I ' 
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and an optimal solution is 
where 
xO) -1 (3.7) = AL,  bL, 
L ~ arg max Idet AI ,  l, (3.8) 
I 
and argmax f [argmin f ]  denotes the set of maximizers [minimizers] of a 
function f. 
Proof. By [3], any/ l -approximate solution is given by 
x(1} = E / z tx t* ,  
where 
Then 
~] /z t = 1, /z I>t0 .  
IIAx (1) - blh = ~ ~l~zl, 
= I det( A, b)] ~[~.j Idet ~'A,.I by (3.4). 
For p = 1 the optimization problem (P) can therefore be written as 
rain Idet A l ] : ~ /-~i = 1,/x 1 />0 , 
I * I~-  ¢ 
and it has an optimal solution 
/z~ ) = 1 
/z(i 1) = 0 
for L selected in arg max Idet A I • I, 
I 
if I¢L .  
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REMARK 3.1. The optimal basis L is independent of b and the solution 
is unique if and only if Idet Ac, I > Idet At, [ for all I # L, I ES .  
We now solve for 1 < p < oc. In this ease the solution is unique. 
TttEOREM 3.2. Let A E ~,,+l )x , ,  1 < p < ~c and q be the conjugate 
(2.4) of p. Then 
I det( A, b)] 
rain II Ax - bll, = ~/+t ' (3.9) 
( ~ Idet AK+," )
K~T 





x (p) = ~ ,__,,,,(P)x,., (3.10) 
1c J  
Idet AI,  I q 
g+t,> = t + J .  (3.11) 
Idet AK, t 't' 
K~ 
The solution is given by 
x(p} = ~ /z tx t , ,  
/.t I=  1, ~1>~0-  
lIAx c;'J - blll; = ~ ~1'1~,1' 
1E.Y 
= ldet( a, b) [' E Idet A, t"" 
i~¢- • 
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The optimization problem (P) here becomes 
min ( i~ej Idet/zlpAz , I" : Y'~,e_~¢/xl= 1,/x, >~ 0). (3.12) 
The Kuhn-Tucker necessary and sufficient conditions for (3.12) are 
/Z ] '  - 1 
c VI ~ J ,  
[det At, ]P 
~ /zl = 1, 
/.t I >~0, 
for some constant c. The results (3.9) and (3.10)-(3.11) then follow 
immediately. • 
REMARK 3.2. The weights /x~ p) are independent of b. 
Finally the case p = ~: 
(n  + 1)× n THEOREM 3.3. Let A ~ ~,, . Then 
[det( A, b) [ 
minx IIAx - blL = ~ Idet At ,  I' (3.13) 
K~j¢-  
and an optimal solution is 
= E (3.14) 
where 
Idet At, I 
/x~ ) = I ~ J .  (3.15) 
Idet At ,  I" 
K~2 ~ 
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Pro@ By [3], there is a solution x (~) in ~.  Let 
x (~) = ~ / z ix t , ,  
t~  
where 
Y'~ P l  = 1, /x I ~> O. 
Then 
IlAx ¢~) - bllo~ = max lit[ell, 
= Idet( A, b ) lm~ Idet A, .  I" 
The optimization problem (P) here becomes 
min max : Y'~ /z t = 1,/x t >~0 , 
[ Ie J  Idet A I , I  IV  
with 
Jdet A; .  I 
Idet AK. I '  
as optimal solution. • 
REMARK 3.3. For p = oo the weights /x~ ) are again independent of b. It 
follows (e.g. [8, p. 42, Problems 6, 7]) that the solution is unique if and only if 
the Haar condition is satisfied, i.e., if every set of n rows of A is linearly 
independent. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For any A ~ R(, "+ 1)x,, define the matrix 
AlP} := l ~.~ if E N~P)A/* 1 if p = 1, and L is selected in arg max [det A I . I, I l<p~<~,  
(3.16) 
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where A;-. 1 is an n × (n + 1) matrix with the inverse of A t . 
and zeros elsewhere. 
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in position I, 
EXAMPLE3.1. Let A=(~) .Then  
0 1 
= 
if p = 1,  
for all 1 <p ~<0% 
where q is the conjugate of p. 
Theorems 3.1-3.3 can be summarized as follows: 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let A ~ R(n "+l)×n, and let A {p} be given by (3.16). 
Then for any b ~ R "+ 1, A(pl b is a solution of (1.4). 
The following example shows that the conclusion does not hold for 
A ~ [~(,+l)×k with k < n. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let 
A = -2  , b 1 = 2 , b 2 = , b 3 = b I + b 2 = 
3 0 
The corresponding solutions of rain II Ax - b~l14 are 
x 1 = -0.321465,  x 2 = 0.334298, x 3 = 0.053283, 
respectively. However 
xa ~e xl + x2" 
The matrix A {p} defined in (3.16) is a generalized inverse of A. Clearly A {p} 
is a left inverse, 
AlPhA = I, (3.17) 
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and consequently A 0'} satisfies 
AXA = A, XAX = X, (XA) T = XA, 
showing that A {p} is a {1, 2, 4}-inverse of A; see [2]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A ~ ~ '+ 1)x ,, and Q ~ ~',', x,,. Then 
Proof. 
fore 
where/.4/') is as above. 
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(3.18) 
(AQ)  {'} = Q-  1A("l. (3.19) 
Let B = AQ; then BI, = At ,  Q and J (B )  = J (A)  = J .  There- 
A 
B(v} = y" t,~P)By, 1, 
I~.. ¢ 
= 9 E 
[] 
Now consider the continuity of A{P}: I f  {A,} c I~ (" + ~)x,, is a sequence of 
(n + 1)× g matrices converging to a matrix A ~ ~,, , then eventually all {Aj} have 
full column rank n. Does the corresponding sequence of generalized inverses 
A it'} on ALP}? j c verge to The affirmative answer given below, for 1 < p < az 
shows A 0') to be insensitive to errors in A. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let 1 < p < ~, and let A, Aj ~ ~n+l )xr ,  be such that 
Aj -~ A. Then 
A} '} --+ A (''} as j --) ~. (3.20) 
Proof. Since Aj -~ A, there is an index j0 such that for any j > j0 
Or(A) G J (  Aj) .  
Since 
. , (p ) [  - 1 
A~ p) = E (txj) I I, A j ) t , ,  
l ~,,¢(Ai) 
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A 
' ) (P ) tA  ,~-1 for l E J (A j )  \ J (A ) .  For such we need only consider terms ( t~j i ~ j j i • 
I it follows from Aj -~ A that 
det (A j ) , ,  ~ O, 
and 
( IUbj)(IP'( A j ) ; ,  1 = 
[det (Aj),. I(q 1) 
~., Idet ( Aj)K, I q adj ( Aj)'* --*0' 
K ~-Jr( Aj) 
where adj (Aj)  t . is the adjoint of (A j ) I , .  This completes the proof. 
REMARK 3.4. I f  the set argmaxt ldet  At , ]  is a singleton, then A (q is 
continuous by the continuity of AL~. Otherwise A (1) depends on the choice 
of L. 
REMARK 3.5. If  the Haar condition is satisfied, then A (~) is continuous 
by the proof of Theorem 3.5. The next example shows that in general A (~ 
need not be continuous. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. 
and 
--(:), = (:)T on 
A (~ = (1, 0), A~ ~/ = 
l+e  
__1) 
' l+e  
A( ~)-oA{:¢} as e~ 0. 
For 1 ~< p ~< 0% let r (p) be the residual of x~P~: 
r ip} = Ax {p} - b. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 3.6. 
(3.21) 
All the residuals r (p~ have the same sign vectors for 
1 < p <~ ~ (or may be so chosen in the event of nonuniqueness). 
320 
Proof. 
and let {i} be the complement of I in {1 . . . . .  n + 1}. Then 
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Let x C/'/ be the solution of" (1.4) as given by Theorems 3.2-3.3, 
r}P} = {O~P)~l ifif I~ J , i  ~ J .
The result then follows from Theorems 3.2-3.3. 
The next example shows that Theorem 3.6 does not hold for p = 1, 
notwithstanding an assertion in [8, p. 40] which would imply that all the 
residuals have the same sign vectors for 1 ~< p ~< 0o (or may be so chosen in 
the event of nonuniqueness). 
1) b A ( -2  ' = - 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let 
Then x(l} = 7,J x {'2} = 1, and their residuals 
do not agree in sign. 
r tn= -7  , rte}= - 
0 
4. MINIMUM-/2-NORM /p-APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS 
For A ~ N"'×,,,_ '~l and 1 < p < oo we can give explicit formulae for the 
solutions of 
rain {llxll2 :x E arg minllAx - blip}. (4.1) 
x x 
The results require additional hypotheses for p = oo and p = 1; see Theorem 
4.1(b)-(c). 
For any full-rank factorization A = CR, the problem (4.1) can be solved 
in stages: 
rain I lCy - bl l j , ,  (4.2) 
y 
rain ~ltxll2 : ax  = y, y ~ arg min IlCy - blip}, (4.3) 
x ~, y 1 
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using the basic solutions (1.8): 
x u :=~, (1, I)  ~ .  
THEOREM 4.1. Let A ~ ~,,,x,, and b ~ ~".  m- ] 
(a) Let 1 < p < ~. Then the solution of (4.1) is given by 
x ~'~ = E •, a*,, b, {e)
= ~ AtjXll. 
(I, j)~_/r 







,= txtul, (4.7) 
volq A t,  vol e A, J (4.8) 
tz, = ~ volq A~,  ' uj = y, vole A,N,  
K~Y Nq,~ 
where for a matrix X ~ ~',',',×'~ the volume is vol X := dfd~et XXr; see [1]. 
(b) Let p = ~. I f  every set of m - 1 rows of A is linearly independent, 
then the solution "t~J is given by (4.5)-(4.8) with q = 1. A{2} 
(c) Let p = 1. l f  there is L ~ J  such that fi~r some] ~ J  
VI #= L, I ~,e- (4.9) Idet ALj[ > [det AtjI 
then the solution x[~{ of 
rain {]klle :x ~ arg minllAXx - bib} (4.10) 
is 
xl~ I = A~,b L. (4.11) 
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Proof. Let A = CR be any full-rank factorization of A. Then fbr any 
I~ . ,  ¢ 
and 
A, ,  = C,, R, A*I, = R*C~,', (4.12) 
vol A,, = Idet C,, Ivol R. (4.13) 
(a): The solution of (4.'2) is given from Theorem 3.2 by 
where 
y = ~z~ /~,C[,lb,, (4.14) 
/.I, I = 
Idet Cl, I 't 
Idet CK, ],/ 
KGY 
vol'l At,  
y' vol q A K , 
KEY 
by (4.13). 
Then the solution of (4.3) is given by 
x{P} {2} = R*y 
= Y'. ma*,+b,,  
I<Y  
from (4.14), (4.12). (4.15) 
(4.6) follows from (4.15) and 
where 
A 
R* = £ (see [1]), 
[det R,I]  2 vol 2 A,  j 
vj = ~ Idet R,NI 2 = ~ v°12 A, N 
N %.~" N %.¢ 
(b): The hypothesis equivalent to a Haar condition on the full-column 
factor C. It follows from Remark 3.3 that the solution of min ] ]Cy-  b]l~ is 
unique. The proof then follows from Theorem 3.3. 
(c): By hypothesis we have 
[det CI~, [ > ]det CL, I VI :/= L, I ¢ J .  
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Then Remark 3.1 implies the uniqueness of the solution of min I l fy  - blh. 
The proof follows then from Theorem 3.1, similarly to the proof of part (a). 
If the assumption in Theorem 4.1(c) is not satisfied, the convex weights 
may depend on b even if the solution of (4.10) still lies in ~. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 
(X andb:(b) where bib2>0 
A = -1  b e ' 
Then the basic solutions are x 1 = bl, x 2 = -b2,  and argminl lAx- blh = 
conv{b 1, -b2}. Clearly the solution of (4.10) is 
xl~ I = 0 = A~x 1 + A2x 2 
with weights A 1 = b2/ (b  1 + b2), A 2 = b~/(b  1 + b 2) which depend on b. 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
defined as 
tn X n For any A ~ N,,_I, 1 < p < 0% let the matrix alP} be "'{2) 
.A/P}=.{2} ~ AqAi j  1, (4.16) 
(t, ] )e/r 
with weights Alj given by (4.8). 
If A ~ ~;,+1)×,, then Definition 4.1 reduces to Definition 3.1. From 
Theorem 4.1 we have 
rn X rl COROLLARY 4.1. Let A ~ ~,n-1, l < p <oo. Then for  any b ~ R,n, 
A{P}h 12} o gives the solution of  (4.1). 
From Theorem 4.1 we can also deduce: 
m X tl THEOREM 4.2. Let A ~ ~,,,_ 1 and 1 < p < oo. Then for  any full-rank 
factorization A = CR 
AlP) = RtC  {p} (4.17) 
{2) 
where C Ip} is defined by (3.16). Moreover Alp} is a {1, 2, 4}-inverse of A. - 1{2 } 
Proof. (4.17) follows directly from the proof of Theorem 4.1. It is easy to 
check that Alp) satisfies the three equations in (3.18). • - x{2 } 
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THEOREM 4.3. 
Aj ~ A. Then 
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l i t  x t l  Let 1 < p < ~, and let A, Aj E ~,,,_ 1 
• ~{P} alP} ( Aj ){2} ---) ,,{2 } as j , oo. 
Proof. This follows by Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.2. 
be such that 
(4.18) 
5.  AUXIL IARY L INEAR EQUATIONS FOR /e -APPROXIMATE 
SOLUTIONS 
lit X tl In the special case that A ~ ~,,,_ ~ we can construct  an auxil iary l inear 
equat ion whose (ordinary) solutions are the /p-approximate solutions of  
Ax = b. For  this we def ine the sign of a vector  z = (z j )  as the vector 
s ignz  := (sign z j) .  (5.1)  
The Hadamard product uov  of two vectors u = (uj) and v = (vi)  is ti le 
vector 
uov  := (5 .2 )  
m X t l  i~l TttEOREM 5.1. Let A ~ ~, ,_  ~, b E ~ , 1 < p < w and q be the 
conjugate of  p. Then the residual r (pl := Ax  {'~ - b is given as 
where 
r b'~ = /3(signr(2l)  o I r {2~ Iq ',  (5.3)  
.=  
/3 - -  Cff~ I
i=1  
Pro  d . 
all /3. We can therefore assume that b ~ R(A) .  F rom 
(5.4) 
I f  b ~ R(A) ,  then r {pl = 0 for 'all p and (5.3) holds trivially for 
( s ignr tp l )  o I r ( ,~ l ,  1 = cer ('21 
and Lemma 2.2(a) it follows that 
VI IAx - bll~ = 0 ~ A'r[(signr¢"})olrtPll ' ' ]  = 0 (,5.5) 
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for some scalar o~. Written componentwise, this becomes 




sign r[ p} = sign a sign r/e}, i = 1 . . . . .  m. 
I r}P} I = I~lq-~lr~2~l q-a, 
r~ p} = /3(sign r~2}) I r}Z} Iq-1 
for/3 = (sign a)l~l q- ~. We can determine the scalar/3 from the identity 
(r{P}, r{2}) = (r{e}, r{2}), 
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which holds for all p by Lemma 2.2(b). Using (5.3) and (5.6), we obtain 
(5.6) 
(rle}, r{2~) 
i= I  
/3 = (irCe}lu-t, ir{e}l) ~ Ir~ e} I q • 
i=1  
For p = 1 and p = ~, the residuals r {p)  a re  no longer unique, but among 
them there exist residuals which can be given in terms of r {2~ analogously to 
(5.3). First the case p = ~: 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A ~ ~',',ix_~, b ~ ~m. Then there is a residual r {~ 
satisfying 
r {~/ = 13 sign r {e}, (5.7) 
I r:2JI2 
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Let A ~ ~m×,, b ~ R "~. Then there is a residual r OI 
l i t  
r{l} _ i= I 
r} 2} 
(5.9) 
where 1 is selected in argmax ~lr}Z)], and e t denotes the lth unit vector. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2(b) and [8, Problem 3, p. 42]. • 
From Theorems 5.1-5.3 it follows that the /p-approximate solutions can 
be computed as ordinary solutions of auxiliary linear equations, which are 
given in terms of the least-squares residual. We summarize these results as 
follows: 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let A ~ ~,,,/x_,~. 
(a) Let 1 < p < ~. The the lp-approximate solutions of Ax  = b are 
exactly the solutions of the linear equation 
Ax = b + /3 (sign r/2~) o I rt2~ I q-~ (5.10) 
where ~ is given by (5.4). 
(b) Let p = ~. Then any solution of (5.10), with ~ given by (5.8) and 
q = 1, is an l~-approximate solution of Ax = b. 
(c) Let p = 1 and let 1 be selected in arg max ilr}21l. Then any solution of 
the linear equation 
I 12 
Ax = b + ~=1 el (5.11) 
r[ z} 
is an ll-approximate solution of Ax  = b. 
REMARK 5.1. For A ~ ~(;,+1)×,, and p = ~, Corollary5.1(b) reduces to 
[8, Theorem, p. 41]; see also [9, 14]. 
We thank the referees for  constructive suggestions. 
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